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Introduction. Studying of the Latin language plays an important role in 

training of future specialists in medicine and pharmacy. Doctors, pharmacists and 

medical workers from all over the world study and use Latin. They use national 

languages in professional communication, but dominance is still owned by greek and 

latin terminology, words and phrases which are common since ancient times. That is 

why, we must give special importance to the study of Latin which is necessary in 

practice of pharmacists. One of the branches of alternative medicine is aromatherapy, 

in which essential oils are used as active substances. Oils have a wide range of 

pharmacological activity and contain in medical and cosmetic products. Proper use of 

oils is possible only with knowledge about their latin names and names of sources of 

obtaining of medicinal plant raw material (MPM). 

Up to now not enough works have been devoted to systematization of latin 

terminology in aromology. Therefore, generalization of information about latin 

names of essential oils and medicinal plants is relevant. 

Aim of research. The aim of our work is collection, analysis and 

systematization of information about latin terminology in aromology. 

Materials and methods. Analysis and processing of literary sources. 

Results and conclusion. According to the results of analysis, information 

about the names of mediсinal  plants and essential oils and their application in 

aromology and pharmacy is generalized.    

According to the result of processing of more than 10 sources collection and 

analysis of information about 63 medicinal plants, which are the source of obtaining of 

essential oils were conducted and their ukrainian and latin botanical names were shown. 

Collection and analysis of information about essential oils which are used in 

aromology and pharmacy and  properties of these oils were сarried out and their latin 

names were given. 

The use of latin terminology in aromology is necessary , not only because it is 

generally accepted, but also because latin names of plants and essential oils and used 

around the world for accessibility of information.  

The names of the majority of drugs that were used for the analysis, do not 

include the names of essential oils or plants that the drugs contain. 

In conclusion, the use of latin terminology is important in aromalogy, as well 

as in other fields of medicine and pharmacy.  
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